
02

Container and Bulk Carriers
Port Operations
Freight Forwarding
Maritime Safety and Security
Shipping Logistics

INDUSTRY

03

Autonomous shipping vessels
AI in port management
Blockchain for cargo tracking
Sustainable shipping practices
Predictive maintenance technologies
Real-time tracking of shipments
AI in maritime safety
Data analytics for route optimization
Smart containers
AI-driven logistics planning

STRATEGIC TRENDS

04

Fuel efficiency
Supply chain optimization
Safety improvements
Environmental regulations
Competitive global market

WHY CHANGE?

01

Optimizing global logistics
Enhancing route efficiency
Predictive maintenance of vessels
Reducing operational costs
Improving cargo handling

WHY AI?

07

Self-navigating autonomous ships
AI in port operations efficiency
Predictive analytics for maintenance
AI-based optimization of shipping routes
Enhanced safety with AI surveillance
AI for real-time cargo tracking
Machine learning in demand forecasting
Energy-saving algorithms for fuel efficiency
AI for environmental impact reduction
AI-driven customs and clearance processes

AI DISRUPTION

09

Advanced maritime communication networks
Collaboration between shipping companies and tech firms
Regulatory frameworks for autonomous navigation
Skilled workforce in AI and maritime operations
Sustainable technology development strategies

ECOSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

06

Autonomous cargo ships
AI for predictive vessel maintenance
Drone technology for cargo inspection
Blockchain in supply chain tracking
AI in route and cargo optimization
Port automation systems
AI for maritime traffic management
Smart containers with IoT sensors
Data analytics for fleet management
AI-based weather forecasting systems

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES05

Maersk (AI in shipping logistics)
CMA CGM (Container transportation and shipping)
MSC (Global container shipping)
COSCO (Shipping and logistics)
Hapag-Lloyd (Integrated maritime transport)

LEADING COMPANIES

08

Rolls Royce’s autonomous ship project
IBM Watson for maritime logistics
ClearMetal’s AI in supply chain management
Kongsberg Gruppen's autonomous vessels
Wärtsilä’s predictive maintenance solutions
Maersk’s AI-driven route optimization
AI in A.P. Moller-Maersk’s operations
Port of Rotterdam’s smart port initiatives
Sea Machines Robotics for autonomous technology
Orbcomm’s AI in maritime communication

GREAT EXAMPLES OF AI

10

Cybersecurity threats in autonomous ships
AI reliability and decision-making at sea
Workforce displacement by automation
Navigational safety concerns
Legal complexities of autonomous vessels

NEW RISKS
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12

Should AI replace human judgment in navigation?
Balancing efficiency with maritime job losses?
Ensuring ethical AI use in international waters?

DILEMMAS

13

Visionary leadership in maritime AI adoption
Investment in AI and maritime tech
Collaborative industry partnerships
Continuous training for maritime staff
Strong focus on cybersecurity and safety

ORG. REQUIREMENTS 14

Identify AI applications in shipping
Invest in AI technology and infrastructure
Train maritime staff in AI usage
Implement AI in phases across operations
Regularly review and update AI systems

STEP BY STEP AI

11

AI manipulation in shipping routes
Unauthorized access to shipment data
AI biases in cargo handling
Misuse of autonomous technology
Hacking of AI-based navigation systems

MISUSE

15

Start with AI in specific shipping areas
Prioritize safety in AI implementation
Foster transparency in AI operations
Continuous monitoring and adjustment
Collaborate with maritime AI experts

BEST PRACTICES

17

Digital twins of shipping vessels
Virtual models of ports and terminals
AI simulations for maritime operations
Digital replicas of global shipping routes
Virtual cargo management systems

DIGITAL TWINS

19

AI shipping route planners
Autonomous vessel operators
Maritime AI system analysts
Environmental compliance officers
AI maritime safety specialists

FUTURE JOBS

16

Neural networks for route optimization
Machine learning in predictive maintenance
AI algorithms for cargo loading
Predictive analytics for fleet deployment
Decision-making models in navigation

AI MODELS

18

Singapore (Advanced port operations)
China (Massive shipping industry)
Denmark (Innovative maritime solutions)
Norway (Leadership in maritime technology)
Netherlands (Efficient port management)

GLOBAL LEADERS

20

Fully autonomous commercial fleets
AI for zero-emission shipping
Global AI-driven maritime logistics
AI in maritime safety and security
Enhanced AI port operations

THE FUTURE OF AI

21

"The Box" by Marc Levinson
"Ninety Percent of Everything" by Rose George
"Maritime Logistics" by Dong-Wook Song, Photis Panayides
"Shipping Operations Management" by Visvikis & Panayides
"AI Superpowers" by Kai-Fu Lee

RECOMMENDED READING

23

Marine Insight: Maritime and engineering news.
ShippingWatch: News on shipping industry and companies.
The Maritime Executive: Commercial and naval shipping news.
Lloyd's List: Shipping news, analysis, and data.
Splash 24/7: Latest maritime and shipping news.

ONLINE RESOURCES

22

"Autonomous flying taxis and your travel" - Rodin Lyasoff
"The future we're building — and boring" - Elon Musk
"The incredible inventions of intuitive AI" - Maurice Conti
"What a driverless world could look like" - Wanis Kabbaj
"The age of autonomous robots is upon us" - Ken Goldberg

TED TALKS

24

Engage with AI technology.
Identify opportunities for AI application.
Invest in AI education and training.
Please contact us at hello@nextpaper.me for further
exploration or inspiration through a talk, workshop or
case study. We'd love to help!
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